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Abstract
In this paper, we develop a computationally efficient approach
for warp factor estimation in Vocal Tract Length Normalization
(VTLN). Recently we have shown that warped features can be
obtained by a linear transformation of the unwarped features.
Using the warp matrices we show that warp factor estimation
can be efficiently performed in an EM framework. This can
be done by collecting Sufficient Statistics by aligning the un-
warped utterances only once. The likelihood of warped fea-
tures, which are necessary for warp factor estimation, are com-
puted by appropriately modifying the sufficient statistics using
the warp matrices. We show using OGI, TIDIGITS and RM task
that this approach has recognition performance that is compa-
rable to conventional VTLN and yet is computationally more
efficient.
Index Terms: VTLN, Linear Transformation, EM, Sufficient
Statistics

1. Introduction
Inter-speaker variability is a major cause for performance degra-
dation in Speaker-Independent Automatic Speech Recognition.
Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) [1, 2] is a commonly
used technique to compensate for inter-speaker variation. In this
technique, the spectra of each speaker are warped by a speaker-
specific warp factor, α, so as to normalize spectra from different
speakers and hence obtain feature vectors that are insensitive to
speaker variabilities.

The optimal frequency-warp factor, α, for a particular
speaker is found using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) crite-
rion, i.e.,

α∗ = argmax
α
{log p (Xα

i |λ, U) + log Jα} (1)

where Xα
i is the warped ith utterance of a speaker for a partic-

ular value of α and λ is the HMM model representing the ut-
terance, and U is the transcription used for aligning the model.
Jα is the Jacobian of the normalization, since the likelihood
of warped features is calculated w.r.t. unnormalized (or pre-
vious iteration) model. A direct maximization of Eq. 1 is not
feasible. Hence ML based grid search is used over the range
0.80 ≤ α ≤ 1.20. The conventional warp factor estimation has
following limitations.

1. The feature vectors have to be calculated for all values
of warp factor, α, by warping the spectra for each α and
then computing the corresponding feature vector.
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2. Frequency warping corresponds to a highly non-linear
transformation of acoustic vectors even for a simple lin-
ear scaling of frequency axis. The Jacobian for the warp-
ing transformation is too complex to be calculated and
hence the Jacobian is not included in calculations.

3. The likelihood has to be calculated explicitly for each
warped utterance for all values of α’s before finding the
optimal α. This involves aligning the warped features
using the transcription and the model for each α , which
is a computationally expensive procedure.

We have recently shown that a linear transformation can be
obtained between warped and unwarped features [3, 4], i.e.,

Xα = Wα ·X (2)

where X is the unwarped feature-vector and Xα is the warped
feature vector.

The formulation of VTLN as a linear transformation solves
the first-two limitations. The warped feature can be obtained by
a simple linear transformation of the unwarped cepstra as shown
in Eq. 2. The Jacobian can also be easily calculated in this case,
since it is simply the determinant of the linear-transformation
matrix.

The third problem still persists since the likelihood has to be
calculated for each α by doing an alignment. To make the idea
clearer, we will describe the steps usually followed to obtain the
warp factor for an utterance.

First the state-frame alignment of warped utterances are ob-
tained using the Viterbi Algorithm. Since in linear transfor-
mation approach the warped features are obtained by linearly
transforming unwarped features, this is represented by

qαvit = argmax
q

p(WαX, q|λ,U) (3)

Here, qαvit is the most likely state sequence obtained by viterbi
alignment of the warped utterance, WαX. Then the joint likeli-
hood of warped features and the viterbi state sequence are max-
imized to obtain the best alpha for the utterance.

α∗ = argmax
α
{log p(WαX, qαvit|λ,U) + log Jα} (4)

We refer to this approach of warp factor estimation as conven-
tional approach.

In our proposed approach, we first collect the sufficient
statistics by aligning the unwarped features only once. We then
exploit the fact that warped features are obtained by a matrix
transformation, Wα, to efficiently compute the likelihood of the
warped features for each α by appropriately multiplying Wα

with sufficient statistics.
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The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we present
the mathematical details of our method for warp factor estima-
tion. In section 3, we briefly review the two methods we have
used in this paper for obtaining linear transformation for warp-
ing features vectors. Finally, we present the experimental re-
sults comparing our approach with conventional approach.

2. Warp Factor Estimation
Using the fact that linear transformation of feature is equiva-
lent to transforming the model parameters by the inverse of the
matrix [5], the Gaussian likelihood function can be expressed
as

logL
`
xt;μ,Σ, (W

α)−1
´
= logN (Wαxt;μ,Σ) + log |Wα| (5)

Therefore, Eq. 1 can be rewritten as

α∗ = argmax
α
{log p(WαX|λ,U) + log Jα}

= argmax
α

˘
log p(X|λ, (Wα)−1, U)

¯
(6)

Here, X = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ], with xt being the feature vector
at time t. The last term corresponds to using unwarped feature
vector, X, and both the means and variances of the model be-
ing modified by the same matrix Mα = (Wα)−1. Therefore,
in the model domain a single matrix is used to transform both
the mean and variance and is essentially constrained MLLR.
However, in our proposed method, this matrix is already pre-
computed.

For convenience of notation, we will drop U in subsequent
equations. Using the idea of hidden variables, namely the un-
derlying state and mixture sequence, we can write Eq. 6 as

α∗EM = argmax
α

X
q∈S

X
m∈M

log (p (X, q,m|λ,Mα)) (7)

where the summation is taken over all state and mixture se-
quences. Eq. 7 can be solved by using EM algorithm. The
E-step is performed by taking the expectation over the state and
mixture sequences.

Q =
X
q∈S

X
m∈M

p (q,m|X, λ) log (p (X, q,m|λ,Mα)) (8)

The Forward-Backward (FB) algorithm can be used to effi-
ciently evaluate Eq. 8. Note that in contrast to Eq. 8, where
soft alignment is used, in conventional warp factor estimation
Viterbi alignment is used. For HMM, p (X, q,m|λ,Mα) is
given by

p (X, q,m|λ,Mα) = πq0

TY
t=1

aqt−1qtcqtmqt,t
bαqtmqt,t

(xt) (9)

where πq0 is the initial state probability of state q0, aqt−1qt is
the state transition probability from state qt−1 to qt, cqtmqt,t

is weight of mixture mqt,t that belongs to state qt, and
bαqtmqt,t

(xt) is the emission probability with parameters mod-
ified by α.

Then the M-step is performed by searching Q over all α.
We need to consider only the emission probability term that in-
volves Mα in Eq. 9. So E-M steps effectively becomes

α∗EM = argmax
α

X
q∈S,m∈M

p (q,m|X, λ)

TX
t=1

log
“
bαqtmqt,t

(xt)
”

= argmax
α

X
j,m,t

log
`
bαjm (xt)

´
p
`
qt = j,mqt,t = m|X,λ

´
(10)

p
`
qt = j,mqt,t = m|X,λ

´
is the alignment probability of

jth state and mth mixture given the unwarped feature vectors
X and we denote it by γjm (t).

The emission probability of a mixture component is

bαjm (xt) =
K

det (Mα)
exp{−1

2
(xt −Mαμjm)T MαT−1

Σ−1
jm(Mα)−1 (xt −Mαμjm)} (11)

where μjm and Σjm are the mean vector and the covariance
matrix of the mth mixture of jth state, respectively and K is a
constant independent of α. We write Eq. 10 as

α∗EM = argmax
α
Q (Wα, λ) (12)

by collecting terms that depends on α, where

Q (Wα, λ) =

J − 1

2

X
j,m,t

γjm (t)
n
(Wαxt − μjm)T Σ−1

jm (Wαxt − μjm)
o

J = T log (det (Wα)) accounts for the Jacobian of the trans-
formation. In Eq. 12 approach for warp factor estimation, the
alignment probabilities, γjm (t), is calculated once for the un-
warped features. This saves computation considerably as com-
pared to conventional approach, where generally for each warp
factor Viterbi alignment is performed. The second term in above
equation can be written asX

j,m,t

γjm (t) tr
n
Σ−1

jm (Wαxt − μjm) (Wαxt − μjm)T
o

=

SX
j=1

MX
m=1

TX
t=1

γjm (t)
n

tr
n
Σ−1

jmWαxtxt
TWαT

o

−2.tr
n
Σ−1

jmμjmxt
TWαT

o
(13)

With diagonal covariance assumptions, the above expres-
sion reduces to

NX
i=1

Wα
i G(i)WαT

i − 2K(i)WαT

i (14)

and the Q function for the diagonal case turns out to be

Q′ (Wα, λ) = J − 1

2

(
NX
i=1

Wα
i G(i)WαT

i − 2K(i)WαT

i

)

(15)
where Wα

i is the ith row of Wα and N is the dimension of the
feature vector. The G(i) and K(i) are the sufficient statistics
obtained from unwarped utterances and model parameters.

K(i) =
SX

j=1

MX
m=1

μ
(i)
jm

σ
(i)2

jm

TX
t=1

γjm (t)xt
T (16)

G(i) =

SX
j=1

MX
m=1

1

σ
(i)2

jm

TX
t=1

γjm (t)xtxt
T (17)

σ
(i)2

jm are the ith component of the covariance matrix of jth state

and mth mixture. μ(i)2

jm are the corresponding mean parameters.
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The optimal warp factor can now be estimated by using the sim-
plifiedQ-function.

α∗EM = argmax
α

ˆ
Q′ (Wα, λ)

˜
(18)

This method essentially use EM algorithm with sufficient statis-
tics and hence we refer to it as EM-SS. The warp factor es-
timation using EM-SS has following advantages. When com-
pared to conventional warp factor estimation, the likelihood for
each warp factor, α, is efficiently computed by using Eq.15 and
the different precomputed matrices. Further the FB needs to be
done only once for the unwarped feature vectors. Hence warp
factors estimation for an utterance using Eq. 15 and 18 will re-
quire less computations as compared to conventional approach.

3. Linear Transformation Approach to
Warping

The warp factor estimation using the EM approach needs
feature warping to be expressed as a linear transformation.
We used Discrete Frequency Warping (DFW) [4] and linear-
VTLN[3]. In this section we briefly outline of the methods.

DFW [4] is based on Dynamic Warping approach in fre-
quency domain. The method attempts to approximate the non-
linear operation of Mel and VTLN-warping in the feature gen-
eration process by a linear transformation. In this approach,
a mapping between the plain log-smoothed magnitude spectra
and the Mel and VTLN warped spectra is obtained using the
DFW technique. A matrix of size N × N is created where N
is the DFT length of the plain log-smoothed magnitude spectra
and its value will be equal to one where ever the mapping ex-
ists. It is assumed that the matrix captures the effects of both
Mel and VTLN warping. The warped feature is obtained from
the unwarped feature using the following relation:

Xα =
ˆ
DTαD−1˜X = WαX (19)

where Xα is the warped feature vector, X is unwarped feature
vector, Tα is the matrix representing the DFW mapping for a
particular value of α, and D represents the DCT matrix.

Linear VTLN (LVTLN) [3] is a method to obtain a linear
transformation that approximates warping in a maximum likeli-
hood sense. In this approach, first a baseline model is obtained
using the unwarped utterances. Then using the warped features,
Xα, for each alpha, a linear transformation is estimated by max-
imizing the likelihood of the warped data w.r.t. the baseline
model.

Mα = argmax
M

log (p (Xα|λ,M)) (20)

The matrix Mα can be estimated using the standard CMLLR
formulation [5] and corresponds to (Wα)−1.

4. Results and Discussions
We now compare the performance of the proposed EM-SS
method with conventional method of warp factor estimation.
The experiments were carried out on both narrow-band (OGI)
and wide-band tasks (TIDIGITS and RM task). The features
in all tasks are of 39 dimensions comprising normalized log-
energy, c1, . . . , c12 (excluding c0) and their first and second
order derivatives. In all cases, cepstral mean subtraction was
applied.

In TIDIGITS, we used word models for performing the
digit recognition task. We used 11 digit models and also in-
cluded a silence and a short-pause model. We used left-to-right

Matrix↓ Warp Est. → A-Aa M-Fb F-Cc M-Cd

LVTLN conventional 99.49 99.25 99.37 92.02
EM-SS 99.53 99.20 99.37 91.63

DFW conventional 99.58 99.48 99.33 95.76
EM-SS 99.60 99.46 99.33 93.43

conventional VTLN 99.62 99.49 99.30 96.36
BASE LINE 99.52 94.26 98.50 68.53

a-Adult test with Adult model, b-Female test with Male model,
c-Child test with Female model, d-Child test with Male model

Table 1: Recognition performance in TIDIGITS tasks using the
conventional warp factor estimation in VTLN and our proposed
method of warp factor estimation.

Database OGI RM
Matrix↓ Warp Est. → A-Aa A-Pb A-A
LVTLN conventional 97.41 88.93 95.00

EM-SS 97.34 88.73 94.96
DFW conventional 97.48 93.04 94.77

EM-SS 97.60 92.70 94.81
conventional VTLN 97.64 93.63 94.81

BASE LINE 96.83 86.08 93.91
a-Adult test with Adult model, b-Preteen test with Adult model

Table 2: Recognition performance in OGI and RM tasks us-
ing the conventional warp factor estimation and our proposed
method of warp factor estimation.

HMM model with 16 states without any skips. The digit models
comprised of 5 Gaussian mixtures per state. In OGI, the basic
structure of the models used were same as in TIDIGITS. In the
RM database, there are 49 monophone models. Each phoneme
model consists of 3 states with 15 Gaussian mixtures per state.
In all cases, we used a silence model having 3 states with 6
Gaussian mixtures per state and a single state short pause model
tied to the middle state of the silence model. All the experiments
were done using Hidden Markov Models Toolkit (HTK).

The warp factor estimation in training as well as in test-
ing were done using both EM-SS and conventional approach to
compare the recognition performance and time complexity of
the methods on different tasks. Two different linear transfor-
mation matrices mentioned in the previous section were used to
obtain warped features. We used two pass approach in testing.
The transcriptions obtained using baseline model were used for
alpha estimation during subsequent VTLN recognition steps.

Table 1 shows the results of experiments on TIDIGITS
tasks. We conducted different sets of experiments. The sym-
bols A, M, C, F denote Adult speakers, Male speakers, Chil-
dren speakers and Female speakers. In case of A-A, Adult test
speakers were recognized using model trained using Adult train
speakers. Similarly M-C denotes Children test speakers were
recognized using model trained using Male training speakers,
and so on. Results for different matrices are presented. Recog-
nition accuracy using conventional VTLN [2] is also shown.

We make following observations from Table 1.
• For the matched case of testing Adult speaker using Adult
model (A-A), EM-SS gives the same performance as that of
conventional method for all matrices.
• For mismatched case of testing Female speakers using
Male model (M-F) and testing Children speakers with Female
model (F-C), the recognition performance of EM-SS is still
comparable to that of conventional method.
• For the extremely mismatched case of testing Children
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Matrix↓ Method → TIDIGITS (M-C) OGI (A-P)
LVTLN conventional 92.97 89.56

EM-SS 92.92 89.49
DFW conventional 97.16 94.04

EM-SS 97.14 93.98

Table 3: Recognition performance using True Transcription for
estimation of warp factor for the mismatched case.
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Figure 1: Histogram of estimated warp factors for RM task in
conventional and our proposed method.

speakers using Male model (M-C), the performance of EM-SS
method is slightly lower than conventional method. This
is because the baseline transcriptions used for finding state
occupation probability is very poor (only 68.53%). This is
further discussed in next section.

Table 2 shows the results for OGI and RM tasks. We make
following observations:
• For the matched case of testing Adult speakers using Adult
models (A-A), again the recognition performance of EM-SS is
more or less same as conventional method.
• For the mismatched case of testing Preteen speakers using
Adult model (A-P), EM-SS performs slightly lower than con-
ventional method. This is further discussed in next section.
• The recognition performance of EM-SS method in RM task is
almost same as conventional method.

In Fig. 1 the histograms of warp factors in the conventional
approach and our proposed method are shown for RM task. We
see that they are very similar. We calculated the correlation be-
tween the alpha estimates of both the approaches. We noted that
for Adult and Male train data the correlation coefficients were
0.88 and 0.96 respectively in TIDIGITS. In RM task and OGI,
the correlation coefficients were 0.98 and 0.96, respectively, for
Adult train data. The correlation between alpha estimates in
Child test using Male model was only 0.79.

Table 4 gives the time complexity of EM-SS and conven-
tional methods for warp factor estimation. The search space
included 21 alphas. In TIDIGITS and OGI, the estimation pro-
cess using EM-SS is approximately six times faster than con-
ventional approach and in RM task, EM-SS approach is four
times faster than the conventional approach. The gain in time
is less in RM because large number of mixtures per state was
used. The reasons for reduction in time complexity for the EM-
SS method are due to reasons mentioned in Section 2.

5. Limitations of our proposed approach
It was observed that the recognition performance of EM-SS
method degrades in highly mismatched cases. The major rea-
son for lower performance of EM-SS method in the mismatched
cases is due to the low recognition accuracy of the baseline

Database No. of Utt. conventional EM-SS
TIDIGITS 8623 70 min. 14 min.

OGI 6077 45 min. 9 min.
RM TASK 3990 140 min. 35 min.

Table 4: Time complexity of conventional warp factor estima-
tion in conventional approach and our proposed method of warp
factor estimation. Search was performed over a set of 21 alphas.

model. The transcription obtained from baseline model is used
to estimate alpha. Though both conventional and EM-SS meth-
ods used the same transcriptions obtained from the baseline
model, the reason for lower recognition performance in EM-
SS based estimation may be due to the greater sensitivity of
EM-SS to wrong transcriptions. This fact was ascertained by
repeating the experiment with true transcriptions. The EM-SS
method gave recognition performance that is comparable to the
conventional method when true transcriptions were used. This
is shown in Table 3.

From the histogram of EM-SS warp factors estimated using
baseline transcription for Male-Child case, it was observed that
as many as 100 utterances have warp factor around 1.20, which
is highly unlikely for child utterances. The baseline transcrip-
tions for these utterances were completely wrong that resulted
in the wrong estimation of warp factors. From the experiments
using true transcription, we observed that none of the utterance
gave a warp factor estimate of 1.20, which also resulted in com-
parable performance to conventional case.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a computationally efficient
method for warp factor estimation in conventional VTLN. We
show that the proposed approach takes about 1/5 of the time
required for warp factor estimation and yet has the performance
comparable to conventional VTLN. In the case of extreme mis-
match between train and test conditions, there is performance
degradation in our proposed approach. This is primarily due
to poor first-pass transcription which results in poor alignment.
With true transcription we have shown that for mismatched
case the proposed approach again has comparable performance
to conventional approach. In all matched cases, however, the
proposed and the conventional approach gave similar perfor-
mance irrespective of the transcription (both baseline and true).
We also observed that in all matched cases, warp factor esti-
mates between the proposed and conventional approach have
very high correlation resulting in comparable performance.
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